Children

Liars' Room

Dust & Grim

by Dan Poblocki

by Chuck Wendig

JF Poblocki
Stella and Alex know their new
stepbrother is a liar, so they aren't
bothered by his stories. But could
Simon actually be telling the truth?
Will the three siblings be able to put
aside their differences to save
their family?

JF Wending
Molly discovers her inheritance is running
a monster mortuary with Dustin, the older
brother she’s never met, but she'll need
to get along with him for five minutes if
she wants to stop a devourer of magic.

Juvenile Graphic Novel

Hide and Don't Seek: And
Other Very Scary Stories

Vampires Don't Wear Polka
Dots

by Anica Mrose Rissi

by Pearl Low

JF Rissi
If you're feeling brave, turn the page.
A game of hide-and-seek goes on far
too long... A look-alike doll makes
itself right at home... A school talent
show act leaves the audience
aghast... And a summer at camp
takes a turn for the braaaains.

JGN Low
The hard-to-handle third-graders at
Baily Elementary School wonder if their
new teacher, Mrs. Jeepers, who just
moved from Transylvania and has
glowing green eyes, is a vampire.

Fiends on the Other Side
by Vera Strange
JF Strange
The experiences of a boy who turns
into a shadow after striking a dark
bargain with Dr. Facilier from The
Princess and the Frog.

The Ash House
by Angharad Walker
JF Walker
Seeking a cure for his pain syndrome
at a home for children who have
turned feral after their mysterious
abandonment, 11-year-old Sol
learns that illness is forbidden in the
strange institution, before the arrival
of a mysterious doctor coincides
with Sol’s fading grip on reality.

Scary Stories

Secrets of Camp Whatever
by Chris Grine
JGN Grine
Willow doesn't want to go to the weird
old summer camp. But her family, and
fate itself, seem to have plans of
their own.

Spine tingling thrills and chills

Juvenile Non-Fiction
Living Ghosts &
Mischievous Monsters
by Dan C. Jones
J 398.208 Con
Thirty-two short stories chosen from
the tradition of ghost stories from
American Indian cultures. Featuring
witches, walking dolls, and
other supernatural beings.
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Juvenile Fiction
Only if You Dare: 13
Stories of Darkness and
Doom
by Josh Allen
JF Allen
A collection of 13 short stories
showing how horribly wrong food,
dating, jobs, and even a bed pillow
can be.

Don't Let the Doll In

Whispering Pines

by Mike Ford

by Heidi Lang

JF Ford
Mara finds Charlotte, a doll, at a new
store. Mara instantly feels that
Charlotte is meant to live with her.
But once Charlotte is in the
dollhouse, strange things happen.
Is this doll actually haunted?

JF Lang
Relocated to a new community, a
girl who is convinced her father left
against his will races to uncover
secrets about the eerie
transformations of several local kids.

Hide and Seeker
by Daka Hermon

Camp Murderface
by Josh Berk
JF Berk
Enrolling at a summer camp three
decades after it was mysteriously
shut down, two bored campers
observe bizarre phenomena that
make them question whether they
will be able to survive.

Battle of the Bad-Breath
Bats
by David Bowles
JF Bowles
When cousins Malia, Ivan, and Dante
are visiting their aunt Lucy for the
summer, they get lost on 13th Street,
but it is not a street at all, but a
strange world filled with
dangerous beasts.

The Sisters of
Straygarden Place
by Hayley Chewins
JF Chewins
After being ensconced in a magical
house by parents who warned them
never to leave, the Ballastian sisters
grow up under the house’s care until
one day the eldest ventures outside.

JF Hermon
Joining his friends for a game of
hide-and-seek at the welcome back
party of a neighbor who went
missing for a year and came back
changed, Justin watches in horror as
players are pulled into a nightmarish
alternate world.

Night of the Living Ted
by Barry Hutchison
JF Hutchison
Horrified when their new teddy
bears come to life after a visit to the
Create-A-Ted store, Lisa-Marie and
her older brother, Vernon, discover
zombie, ghost, alien, and other
monster teddies wreaking havoc
throughout the world and
organizing an evil teddy-bear army.

The List of Unspeakable
Fears
by J. Kasper Kramer
JF Kramer
Afraid of everything, Essie O’Neill
must overcome her fears when the
red door of her nightmares appears
in her new house, forcing her to face
her own painful history to save her
mother from her new husband.

Rise of Zombert
by Kara LaReau
JF LaReau
Secretly rescuing a stray cat while
helping Danny make a horror film,
Mellie becomes the recipient of the
cat’s gifts of headless birds and
mice, while Danny harbors growing
suspicions that the cat is a zombie.

Strangeville School is
Totally Normal
by Darcy Miller
JF Miller
Harvey Hill, the newest kid at
Strangeville Middle School, must
embrace what makes him unique
when Stella Cho, his sort-of-new
friend, goes missing while trying to
solve the secret of the third-floor
supply closet.

Ghost Squad
by Claribel Ortega
JF Ortega
Casting a spell that accidentally
awakens malicious spirits that
wreak havoc throughout St.
Augustine, Lucely and Syd team up
with the latter’s grandmother and
tabby cat to break the curse and
save Lucely’s firefly spirits.

